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Wedding Yurts is a venue unlike any other because 
in this case, your dream venue comes to you!
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Nomadic 
Wedding 

Life

Lizzie & Jim

We love Yurts because they are perfectly 
designed to create a beautiful, spacious and 
stable structure that can be erected almost 
anywhere, giving the bride and groom the 
freedom and flexibility to reflect their own 
personality in their big celebration. 

We love to travel, and just as nomadic 
craft-workers and merchants have travelled 
throughout history to serve those who needed 
their skills, we travel all over the U.K. to serve 
charming couples on one of  the most special 
days of  their lives. 

We personally deliver, erect and dismantle the 
yurts for you, so there is no need to worry 
about any of  the practicalities. 

Our Complete Luxury Wedding Yurt Packages 
includes the yurts, solid oak floors, hand-
crafted furniture, strings of  golden fairy 
lights and crystal chandeliers plus: on the day 
coordination, our Yurt Bar and my styling and 
decoration service. We decorate both inside the 
yurt and the outside, at nightime we transform 
the space with lots of  sparkly lights, fire pits 
and hundreds of  candles.

We are on hand throughout the day to make 
sure everything runs like clockwork, taking 
care of  all the little details so you can relax and 
enjoy your day with friends and family. Our 
experienced staff  will look after your guests, 
serving drinks and clearing empties making 
sure everyone is having a wonderful time and 
enjoying the magical yurt experience.

We have been hosting yurt weddings for 6 years 
and we love what we do and are very happy to 
share our knowledge and expertise with you.

My name is Lizzie and I run Wedding Yurts with my partner, Jim. We strive to deliver an 
intimate and bespoke service offering expertly crafted packages. We advise on beautiful 
yurt-friendly locations and recommend excellent suppliers who will complement your ideas 
and help make your vision a reality.

Follow our nomadic 
wedding journey 

on Instagram

 
@weddingyurts
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We worked closely with the yurt makers to 
design a venue that is light and spacious 
because we understand the importance of  these 
elements for any celebration space. 

Careful consideration was given to the design of  
the roof, which is based on Turkmenistan yurts 
with their curved roof  ribs, to create extra height. 
Also, all of  the furniture is made from timber to 
complement the sweet chestnut structure. 

Our largest Wedding Yurt features an extra 
large front door which is 9ft wide and 6ft tall. 
It has a large panorama window on one of  the 
side walls which creates the perfect backdrop 
for the top table, showing off  the views of  your 
chosen wedding venue or the rows of  fire bowls 
lighting up the landscape in the evening. 

Our Yurts

All of  our yurts come with solid oak wooden 
floors which complement the space by adding 
that extra level of  luxury, necessary for the 
chairs and tables to be stable and for guests 
wearing high heels. Additionally, it provides 
extra warmth and protection from the weather 
and makes an excellent dance floor. 

The yurts are completely weatherproof  and 
suitable for all seasons. For example, the top 
wheel has a removable clear plastic cover 
which allows for excellent ventilation to keep 
the space cool in hot weather. Our Wedding 
Yurts provide the perfect solution for couples 
looking to embrace the countryside without 
losing the luxury and style that bricks and 
mortar can provide. 

Our luxury Wedding Yurts are beautiful and possess an 
intimate and magical atmosphere. Complete with solid oak 

floors, wooden furniture, strings of golden fairy lights and 
crystal chandeliers, they need very little decoration.

Our Wedding Yurts have been designed with very close attention to detail. Hand-crafted 
in Wales by master craftsmen out of  sweet chestnut wood sourced locally from sustainable 
woodland, the frames are finely finished and covered in cream canvas. 
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Firstly, once you’ve booked the complete 
Wedding Yurt Package, you can relax and enjoy 
the build up to your wedding knowing that 
everything is in hand. We’re there to support 
you through the planning of  your day and most 
importantly, we’re with you for the week before. 
During this time, we’ll be setting up the yurts, 
dealing with suppliers, making sure everything 
is in place and, of  course, styling the yurts to 
perfection. We are totally yours for the week. 

My styling services are also included in this 
package so, working with you, I’ll design a plan 
for dressing the yurts just for you so that they 
look amazing and absolutely fit with the style 
of  your day. You’ve also got access to all of  my 
fabulous props and I love coming up with new 
ideas for decorations and details to make your 
wedding unique. 

The Complete Wedding Yurt Package

On the wedding day itself, the team are already 
on-site so we’re on hand for everyone that 
needs us. We’ll keep the day running smoothly 
and handle everything for you as your wedding 
day co-ordination team and, as we’ll know you 
so well by this point, we’ll be thrilled to be part 
of  what we know will be a spectacular day. 

The price of  this wonderful service is based on 
the number of  guests that will be lucky enough 
to be at your big day so do contact us for more 
information. See page 19 for our ‘Luxury 
Wedding Yurt Packages’.

Our yurts can be erected separately or connected together. 
We have two 12ft yurts, one 20ft Yurt and a magnificent 32ft 

yurt, which all connect together to create an impressive 
boutique wedding venue.

At Wedding Yurts, we’re a complete travelling wedding venue and our comprehensive 
complete luxury Wedding Yurt Package means that you’re guaranteed a fabulous 
experience from start to finish.
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Our licensed Yurt Bar is part of  our Complete Luxury Wedding Yurt Package and includes our 
beautiful vintage wooden bar, décor, vintage glassware, fully trained staff, ice, licences and insurance.

Our staff  will look after you and your guests throughout your wedding reception and party, 
serving your welcome drinks, setting up cocktail stations, chilling and serving your drinks 

for the reception and bubbles for your speeches, they will clear the glasses and keep 
the yurts and your outside venue looking beautiful.

The menu can be tailored to suit your requirements and tastes, we always have an extensive selection 
of  vintage whisky, brandy, rum and botanical gin and vodka. We also stock local beer, 

ale and cider and a delicious selection of  red and white wines. 

Our most popular cocktail is ‘Pink Bird’ which is made with raspberry gin, 
wild hibiscus flowers and a pink sparkling pinot noir.

We can create a package that includes complimentary welcome drinks, 
table wine and champagne for speeches. 

Yurt Bar

10
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Ideal for free-spirited couples looking to avoid conventional weddings 
and embrace the delights of the British countryside.

Our signature champagne cocktails have been designed to wow 
your guests and add an extra sparkle to your party. However, we can 

create a menu to suit your individual tastes and requirements, 
should you have something else in mind.
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On the Day Coordination

14

As part of  the Wedding Yurts Service, we offer on the day coordination, because most suppliers 
arrive on the morning of  the wedding when the bride, groom, family and friends are all either 
getting ready or attending the ceremony. 

It’s important that suppliers have a point of  contact at the yurts, whether for directions, instruction 
on where to set up the cake or band, or any of  the many other elements required when creating the 
perfect day. At a conventional wedding venue there is usually a wedding planner to help with this. 

However, when ‘dry-hiring’ a yurt, tipi or marquee, most companies set up the structure and then 
disappear, but Wedding Yurts offers the entire service. 
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Everything is covered, from the provision 
of  beautiful yurts and recommending trusted 
suppliers before the day, to the following 
on the day tasks:

• last-minute final touches and yurt decoration

• coordinating and directing suppliers with 
the deliveries and set-ups 

• schedule of  timings to ensure smooth 
running of  the day

• practical help with taking canvas walls off  
on a hot day, or reattaching them if  weather 
conditions take a turn for the worse

• clearing away tables and benches ready 
for the evening party

• transforming the space when night falls 
with fire bowls and torches with citronella 
to keep mosquitoes away

• lighting hundreds of  candles, which look 
magical and light up pathways and trees, 
allowing people to walk safely back to their 
luxury yurt accommodation or cars

All of  the above is taken care of  by myself, Jim 
and my trusted team, who work closely with me 
throughout the day, to make sure your guests 
are comfortable and that your day is all you 
wish for it to be. 

This service is included in our ‘Complete 
Luxury Wedding Yurt Package’ (see page 19).
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Styling & Decoration

We provide a personal styling and decorating service, this ensures that your special day is expertly crafted 
and truly reflective of  your wishes. It is coordinated and completed with all of  the elements required in 

order to make your wedding process stress-free and your wedding day perfectly you. 

Our service includes: 

1. A planning meeting over tea and cake 

2. A site visit 

3. Inspiration boards for yurt and venue decoration 

4. Sourcing props and suppliers 

5. Installing decorations 

6. Styling tablescapes 

7. Access to my ever growing prop box

All this is included in our ‘Complete Wedding Yurt Package’ (see page 19). 

We are blessed to have the pleasure of  working with many wonderful British craftspeople that do 
everything from building yurts to baking cakes, and they do it with skill, style and grace second to none. 

We can recommend some of  the best suppliers in the U.K. wedding industry who can compliment your 
style and offer you a wedding service like no other. 

For your reference, these beloved suppliers are featured on our blog: 
 

www.weddingyurtsblog.wordpress.com

We are passionate about creating one off weddings that reflect your 
personality and style whether it’s English country chic, 

vintage glamour or wildly pretty.

17



These packages have been designed especially for luxury outdoor weddings 
and are based on your number of  guests.

The package includes the following:

Luxury Wedding Yurts complete with solid oak floors, 
furniture including wooden trestle tables, 

wooden benches and vintage wooden chairs for the top table  
and cosy cocktail chairs for the yurt lounge, 

strings of  golden fairy lights and glass chandeliers.

Wood burners and a space heater to keep the yurts cosy.

Fire bowls to keep your guests warm outside and for toasting marshmallows.

Festoon lights, lanterns and hundreds of  candles to light up your outdoor venue.

My Prop Box.

Yurt Bar (see page 11) 
On the Day Coordination (see page 14) 

Styling & Decorations (see page 17)

1 x site visit and consultation (additional site visits are extra).

19

Luxury Wedding Yurt PackagesLuxury Wedding Yurt Packages

We offer three packages, all including the equipment and services listed opposite.

1 
70 -90 guests seated and up to 150 guests in the evening

32ft, 20ft and 2 x 12ft Luxury Wedding Yurts

£8,000.00

2 
70-90 guests seated and up to 110 guests in the evening

32ft and 20ft Luxury Wedding Yurts

£7,000.00

3 
65 guests seated and up to 70 guests in the evening

32ft Luxury Wedding Yurt

£5,200.00

All prices are fully inclusive

Delivery is charged at £1.95 per mile 
from our H.Q in Bristol
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Important Things to Consider When Planning a Yurt Wedding

1. When choosing your venue space, remember 
the practical aspects that are needed to make 
your day a success: access, parking, electricity, 
and water supplies. We are happy to come 
and make a site visit before you book to 
identify any potential issues. 

2. Choose a site that has relatively level 
ground. Our oak floors are great for sorting 
out uneven ground to give a flat surface 
for tables and chairs, protection from the 
weather, and a solid dance floor, allowing 
you more flexibility. However, it is still the 
case that flat, level ground is ideal. 

3. Our Wedding Yurts can be installed in a 
garden for a garden-style wedding party, a 
field for a festival-style wedding party, by a 
river or lake for a picnic-style wedding party, 
or in the woods for a secret wedding party. 

4. Make sure that you have access to the 
fields or grounds several days before your 
wedding to allow time for your yurt to be 
fully set up. 

When expertly done, an outdoor, festival-chic 
wedding can be a luxury, boutique experience. 
The options are endless, and with Wedding Yurts 
the perfect one for you will be brought to life. 

Often the first consideration when it comes to weddings is location. 

The great news is that our Wedding Yurts can be erected almost anywhere, so finding a beautiful 
location is an exciting experience. Here are a few basic, practical tips to help you find the perfect site: 

Tea Yurt

Your guests can help themselves to a nice cup of tea 
(or freshly brewed coffee) and enjoy catching up with friends 
or family while relaxing in cosy comfort by the wood burner. 
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7. 13. (Styling and Decoration, same as 
12)

Yurt-Friendly Venues

If  you would like your wedding in a yurt but 
are not yet sure of  your venue choice, please 
get in touch and let us help you. We have a list 
of  yurt-friendly venues: private land with lakes, 
flower meadows, idyllic spots with picturesque 
views, castles and woodlands. 

We seek out stunning locations and collaborate 
with beautiful wedding venues around the 
country so that we can share the wonder of  
them, and our yurts, with you. We love creating 
beautiful spaces in one-off  places, and offering 
a truly unique and memorable yurt experience, 
and we would love to do that for you. Please 
get in touch if  you would like to explore the 
options further. 

We love creating beautiful spaces in one-off places. 

On a hot summer’s day we can take off the canvas 
walls and open up the yurts making them cool and 

comfortable for your guests.
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The ability to have everyone in the round, meant everyone shared the best view. We genuinely couldn’t 
have asked for any more from Lizzie or her team. We did have to let go and trust her with organising 

everything on the day, not easy for us, but we knew we were in good hands. The weather was fabulous so 
we were able to have the sides removed to expose all the beautiful woodwork, which Lizzie and her team 
did seamlessly. The team were just so efficient, conscientious and professional and to be honest they were 

just part of  the day with us really.

Lizzie was incredibly respectful of  our design ideas and totally embraced the style 
and feel we wanted to achieve on our wedding day.”

Alice & Fraser’s garden yurt wedding at the grooms family home in Eye, 
Norfolk on the 6th of  August 2016

“We knew we were going to try something different and also have a reception at home, so we wanted 
something out of  the ordinary when it came to in what we would hold the event. The wedding yurts are 
incredibly unique, beautifully made and fabulously crafted. Fraser is an architect and I am a designer so 

the yurts appealed to us for the form, beautiful design and the attention to detail throughout… 
oh and those oak floorboards!!! 

Happy Clients
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Kate & Simon’s 

I’m not sure that we can put into words how amazing you made our wedding day. It was more than we 
could have hoped for. Not only was the yurt absolutely stunning; your care and professionalism made 
the planning process as well as the actual day relaxed and stress free. You went above and beyond our 

expectations and if  we could do it all over again, we happily would.

Haya & Stuart’s Summer Garden Yurt Wedding at Glebe House, Muston, 
Nottinhampshire, 23rd of  July 2016 

“We could not have made a better decision than to choose Wedding Yurts to host our wedding. From the 
very first contact until the day after the wedding, Lizzie and the team went above and beyond to make 
sure we had a truly unique, beautiful and unforgettable day. Any issue that came up was dealt with 
calmly and efficiently – often before we even knew anything was happening! That meant that we were 
able to completely relax and enjoy the day, confident we were in the best hands. The yurts looked even 

better than we expected them to, and all our guests commented on how gorgeous they looked.”
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“Thanks so much for making our day so very brilliant!!” Nat

Natalie & Steve’s Festival Yurt Wedding 
in Staffordshire on the 4th of  June 2016 

“Thank you so much for you and your team’s amazing 
work in making our wedding bloody marvellous.” 

Steve
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Unforgettable days full of luxury, comfort, beauty, freedom of 
expression and most of all, LOVE! At Wedding Yurts we do everything 

with a touch of love: nothing less will do.



www.weddingyurts.co.uk

lizzie@weddingyurts.co.uk

07816 452 080

Wedding Yurts Ltd
2 Rose Walk

Bristol
BS16 4JN


